


WELCOME TO OUR

RIANNA + NINA is more than a brand. It’s a colorful universe, created by two women with a love for exclusive vintage 
textiles treasure hunted around the globe, a passion for craftsmanship, and a deep belief in bringing true luxury to an 

extravagant clientele who are tired of mass market luxury. 

Starting as a small boutique in Berlin in 2014, RIANNA + NINA has grown rapidly, attracting 
international attention and acclaim for their luxurious, vibrant styles. 

Today, RIANNA + NINA is stocked by over 40 A-list boutiques & luxury hotels. 
The label has been seen on the likes of Rihanna, Billy Porter, Jared Leto, Madonna, 

as well as many others who embrace colorful beauty 
by sourcing these true collector pieces.



Nina's love for vintage began at a very young age roaming around 
flea markets and antique fairs with her grandmother. Her love for 
fashion carried her through many exciting adventures around the 
globe from Paris to Munich and New York, where she worked for 

brands like Cartier, Etro, BMW and Bill Blass. After meeting Rianna at 
a vintage furniture fair in 2013, Nina knew that all she wanted was 

to bring about a world full of colors with her creative soulmate.

Two women with different backgrounds, cultures and ages, but a 
common love of vintage, craftsmanship, bold prints, and mostly, each 
other. Their meeting was the beginning of a colorful journey around 

the globe, and they deeply believe that the best is yet to come.

Rianna is one of the world's top experts in vintage collectibles and 
designer fashion from past decades, with over 35 years of experience 
to her name. With a background in costume history, film and theatre 

styling, and an inborn ability to treasure hunt unique fashion and 
accessories, she is the creative mastermind behind all the designs of 
RIANNA + NINA. She gets her inspiration from her enormous private 

collection of curiosities, books, movies, travel, and the beauty she sees 
in every little detail. Rianna loves being surrounded by her family 
and friends, cooking, dancing and spending time in her colorful 

seaside house in Greece.



RIANNA + NINA are available in over 40 A-list stores 
and hotels globally. A selection of these 

fine purveyors includes:

Al Ostoura 
A'maree's

Bergdorf Goodman
Capitol

Eden Rock 
Fivestory 

Il Pellicano 
Joyce

Koibird
Liberty

Luisa World 
Matchesfashion

The Conservatory 
The Webster 





Every one-of-a-kind piece is personally created by Rianna in 
our atelier in Berlin. Drawing from fabrics she has personally 
treasure hunted or sourced through her global network of 

vintage experts and textile collectors, Rianna works 
hand-in-hand with our team of master artisans to transform 
these upcycled materials into a colorful world of never before 

seen dresses, kaftans and robes. The finest vintage textiles, 
reimagined into couture pieces — Rianna mixes 

centuries-old kimonos and Hermès scarves with tablecloths 
from 1920s Greece, adding fine Hungarian embroidery 

from the 50s and antique glass buttons discovered 
in a small Italian village. By merging these historic beauties, 

our one-of-a-kind collection creates unique artworks 
made for people with an enthusiasm for extraordinary 

collectors pieces that are not comparable 
to anything else in the market. 











Complementing the RIANNA + NINA world since SS2018, 
the Ready-To-Wear collections offer rich prints inspired 
by a lifetime of vintage love. Inspired by Rianna’s innate 
passion for unique, sensational patterns and her love of 

curiosities, the Ready-To-Wear collections conjure images 
of Rianna’s youth in Greece and imbues them into 

extraordinary prints. Fish swimming lazily in the ocean, 
candy lined up like polka dots, horses galloping 

along the seaside — each collection is an ever-evolving 
story, mixed elegantly into a fun, expressive, 

and seasonless series of works. 
Crafted by hand in our Berlin atelier using textiles 

from our partners in Como, Italy, every Ready-To-Wear 
piece sees the same artisan care as our 

one-of-a-kind collection.
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RIANNA + NINA’s success goes beyond garments. 
Our accessories have found similar acclaim to our 

One-Of-A-Kind pieces and print collections.

One of our most successful accessories to date is the Bonbon 
Bag, a special treasure as sweet as its namesake. Handmade 
in Italy from individual vintage silk scarves curated by Rianna, 
each bag is lined with high-quality, candy-colored calf leather 

and features a unique scarf handle for endless adaptability. 
For those who covet a timeless bag with incredible color 

and arresting beauty, the Bonbon Bag’s classic shape and 
modern, elegant twists make it an iconic must-have 

for any and every season.





More than an accessory, the Treasure Box is a work of art, 
a collectable item — a brilliant, irreplicable piece handcrafted 
in Milan by a single artisan. Each of these extremely limited 
pieces are made from a single vintage scarf hand-selected 

by Rianna, which is then lined by hand using 100 percent calf 
leather. These entrancing elements are then meticulously 

decorated with specially-designed metalwork and 
vintage-inspired glass stones, creating a remarkable 

and highly desirable treasure that surpasses description.



AT OUR



At RIANNA + NINA, we see ourselves as more than a luxury 
label. We’re a team of artists creating treasures that can be 

appreciated for lifetimes and cherished for generations.

Artisans delicately create each piece in our Berlin atelier, 
working alongside our Rianna to ensure every stitch and 

seam is simply perfect while crafting made-to-order works 
customized to client specification.

As a pioneer label devoted to sustainability, RIANNA + NINA 
have long acknowledged the importance of timelessness 

in every sense of the word. All unused fabrics from our 
ready-to-wear collections are saved to be reincorporated into 
our Archive Collection. In the One-of-a-kind Collection, every 

remaining piece of vintage fabric is stored, allowing our 
master artisans to reuse them as details for other creations. 

Our special works are crafted and upcycled in the most 
luxurious, careful way, creating collectors’ pieces 

for an extravagant and global clientele.



Join the                                                         of 



Sales
panos@riannaandnina.com

Press International
lois@in-addition.com

Partnerships & Collaborations 
katharina@riannaandnina.com

Social
@riannaandnina

www.riannaandnina.com


